
ETHICAL PROFITS IN CRISIS ACCELERATOR

How To Buy Businesses For Growth,
Profit, And Scale…Without Investing

Money Out Of Your Own Pocket!

- Are you ready to kick your

business into overdrive,

6:47

8-Week LIVE Mentoring Program
With Roland Frasier

It’s a DEEP DIVE into all the nuances, strategies and tactics that on

finding businesses to acquire, how to approach the right people, and how

to get the deals done!

This Accelerator has EVERYTHING I wished I would have known when I

started buying businesses, all organized into a series of micro-steps and

personalized mentoring to help you close your first (or next) deal.

Acquire new revenue streams from existing businesses and traffic assets

and buy them without investing money out of your own pocket!

If you want to grow your company’s Revenue, Profits and Valuation, this

will be the most important mentorship you’ll ever experience…

YES, RESERVE MY SPOT!

Join Us To Gain The Insider Secrets To Over 30 Years
Of Doing Deals And An Easy To Follow Formula On

How To Grow Your Wealth Without Anymore
Confusion, Frustration, Or Overwhelm

Here’s How We’ll Do It…

Week 1-2

THINK

! Dealmaker’s Brain

! Structure Mastery

! 50 Deal Blueprints

! 21 Case Studies

Week 3-4

FIND

! 77 Deal Sources

! Pushbutton Deal-flow

! Screening Checklists

! Analyst’s Toolkit

Week 5-6

FUND

! 159 $0 Down Strategies

! 5,690 Funding Sources

! Offer Creation Checklist

! Data Rooms + Escrows

Week 7-8

BUY

! 43 Agreements

! Templates + Checklists

! Diligence Flowchart

! Post-Close Integration

Each week you will receive 2 hours of training videos (16 hours in total) and then the

following week a LIVE 2-hour strategy, execution and deal breakdown call with Roland

and his team of EPIC coaches.

 

In these calls, we’ll walk you through what was discussed in the course and deliver

actionable next steps while answering your questions and letting you “peek in” on the

deals other students are doing. 

YES, RESERVE MY SPOT!

Strategies That Work

In these 8 “intensive” weeks, you’ll develop a step-by-step

implementation guide as you walk through exponential

acquisition growth strategies directly framed for your specific

business to scale!

YES, RESERVE MY SPOT!

"
Grow

Learn how to achieve your 3

year growth goals over the

next 12 months.

!
Leverage

Discover leverage to

decrease the need for outside

$$$ to fund growth.

#
Scale

Get a specific, proven

strategy to 10X your business

in the next 12 months.

What Members Are Saying...

Check out what these other members have accomplished

after learning everything you’re going to get inside the 8-

week EPIC Accelerator.

YES, RESERVE MY SPOT!

Who Is This Accelerator For?

This is a perfect fit for you if any of the following apply…

$

Want to overcome growth

stalls to reactivate revenue &

profit compounding

$

Looking for new revenue

streams both inside and

outside your business

$

Own a business that hasn't

been growing over the last few

years

$

Someone looking to invest in or

acquire other businesses for

little to no money down

(seriously)

$

A business owner looking to

solidify systems for maximum

success, satisfaction, and scale

$

Want to implement growth

strategies that can quite

literally 10X your business in 12

months

YES, RESERVE MY SPOT!

Check Out The Program Schedule Below...

During the 8 weeks, we have broken down the content allowing you to go at your own

pace. Whether you just want to watch the core course content or have the time to

attend every single session, it’s up to you! Everything you need to be successful has been

laid out and we are here for you every step of the way.

Meet Roland Frasier...

Roland practiced business, tax and securities law for over 12

years and is now an active investor who drives growth and

scale in his portfolio companies.

 

He is co-founder and/or principal of 5 different Inc. Magazine’s

fastest growing companies, and he has founded, scaled or sold

24 different 7 to 10 figure businesses ranging from consumer

products to industrial machine manufacturing companies with

adjusted sales ranging from $3 million to $4 billion.

YES, RESERVE MY SPOT!

"
OPA Magic

Leave with 3 killer strategies

for tapping into the magic of

OPA to rocket customer

acquisition.

#
Zero Dollar M&A's

Learn 159 ways to acquire

other businesses for little to

no money out of pocket.

%
Bolt-on-Businesses

Discover how to generate

more customers, more quickly

than any other business

tactic.

PLUS, GET THESE INSANELY VALUABLE BONUSES WHEN
YOU INVEST IN THE EPIC ACCELERATOR TODAY…

$

57 business buying checklists, templates and scripts, so that you will never be lost or
overwhelmed not knowing what to do next because every single process and step of
the way you have a document to help guide you (a $997 value FREE)

$

5,690 Private Equity, Venture Capital, Family Office, Angel Investor and Investment
Banking contacts in the USA, Canada, and Europe. Never wonder again where you’ll be
able to find institutional funding for your deals (and exits!)

$
50 Deal Blueprints in our proprietary Opportunity-Strategy Matrix, so that you can see
the specific opportunities and strategies that match up with each one

$
21 Different Case Studies showing all the crazy creative ways that you can do $0 out of
pocket deals

$

153 Deal Sources and our deal automation strategy so you can have an avalanche of
deals to choose from and cherry-pick only the very best businesses and traffic assets to
acquire

$
159 different $0 out of pocket deal funding tools, so you have a virtually endless list of
possibilities to choose among as you create the “deal stack” to fund your next deal

EPIC ACCELERATOR

Here's What You'll Get When You
Sign Up Today...

$
40+ Hours of $0 M&A Video Training
(Value $2,995)

$

8 Weeks of Group Mentorship Live
Calls with Roland + His Team (Value
$4,995)

$ 153 Deal Sources (Value $195)

$

57 Business Buying Checklists,
Scripts and Agreements (Value
$995)

$
159 $0 Out-Of-Pocket Funding
Strategies (Value $1,495)

$

5,690 Family Offices, Private Equity
Funds, Angel Investor Groups,
Venture Capital Groups and
Investment Bankers Database
(Value PRICELESS)

PLUS GET THESE FREE
BONUSES WHEN YOU

JOIN TODAY

BONUS 1: ACCESS TO THE DEALDONE
ANALYSIS SOFTWARE ($2,495 VALUE)

BONUS 2: 57 ADVANCED $0 OOP
STRATEGIES ($1,500 VALUE)

BONUS 3: 8 DEAL BREAKDOWN CALLS
($1,200 VALUE)

BONUS 4: 6 MONTHS ACCESS TO
PRAXIO LEARNING MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM ($6,000 VALUE)

Total Value:  $21,870

Join Today for Just
$2,995

ADD TO CART

Or Click Here To View Payment Plan Options

EPIC ELITE ACCELERATOR

Get Everything Included with the
Accelerator program (Value $21,870)

PLUS

$
4 Private Small Group Deal Strategy
calls with Roland (Value $12,000)

$
4 1:1 Deal Team Strategy Calls (Value
$12,000)

$
1 Hour Legal Consult With M&A
attorney (Value $700)

$
3 30-Minute Virtual CFO Calls
(Value $1,500)

$
Do Deals With Roland and His
Network (Value $25,000)

$

Buy + Build Bundle - 48 hours of
intensive video trainings on how to
10X the value of the companies you
acquire (Value $6,000)

PLUS GET THESE FREE
BONUSES WHEN YOU

JOIN TODAY

BONUS 1: LIFETIME ACCESS TO THE
DEALDONE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
($5,000 VALUE)

BONUS 2: 348 PAGE EPIC WORKBOOK
($800 VALUE)

BONUS 3: 12 “DEAL TEAM 6” TRAININGS
($6,000 VALUE)

BONUS 4: 6 ADDITIONAL MONTHS
ACCESS TO PRAXIO ($6,000 VALUE)

BONUS 5: 2-DAY LIVE SCALABLE
MASTERMIND ($10,000 VALUE)

Total Value:  $106,870

Join Today for Just 
$6,995 (93% OFF)

ADD TO CART

Or Click Here To View Payment Plan Options

300% SUCCESS GUARANTEE

An economic opportunity like this doesn’t come very often (the

last one was 12 years ago) and over the next 8 weeks we will

arm and empower you to make the most of these times.

But we also understand that for some people, investing during

these uncertain times is scary, we get it! That is why we’ve put

together our 300% success guarantee!

We are so certain that through the course and mentorship you

will have everything you need to put together a deal that could

get you at least a 300% return on your investment (frankly

we’ve already had 3 people tell us they’ve done that and the

course hasn’t even started!) that we GUARANTEE IT as follows…

Whether it’s busy life standing in the way, a slow deal pipeline

(we know how to fix that), or just not having landed the right

deal yet…it doesn’t matter. We will provide you 300% extended

access to the course materials until you succeed!

That means, if by the end of the EPIC Accelerator you haven’t

received a 300% return on your investment, we will provide you

ongoing access to the program materials (all recorded sessions

but NOT live training, mentoring or coaching) for 3x as long as

the original program! 

Will this be the year you finally scale your business to the next level,
amplify your reach, and surpass every one of your stretch goals?

REFUND POLICY:

Once you have received the information you cannot give it back or “unsee” it. You will have received access to

our valuable intellectual property and materials and therefore THERE ARE NO REFUNDS AND THERE IS

ABSOLUTELY NO REFUND ON THIS PROGRAM WHATSOEVER.

 

All sales are final. If you think you might want a refund just do not invest in this program.

 

We are only interested in people who are honestly committed to consuming and using these materials and

unfortunately, we have had those in the past who invested in the program and after receiving all the

information tried to refund. We do not support this unethical behavior.

 

Once again, THERE ARE NO REFUNDS FOR THIS PROGRAM.

No part of this report may be reproduced or placed on any electronic medium without written permission from the publisher.

Information contained herein is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed.

This site is not a part of the Google/Facebook website or Google/Facebook Inc. Additionally, this site NOT endorsed by or affiliated with Google/Facebook in any way. GOOGLE/FACEBOOK is a trademark of

GOOGLE/FACEBOOK, Inc.

INCOME DISCLAIMER: This website and the items it distributes contain business strategies, marketing methods and other business advice that, regardless of referenced results and experience, may not produce the

same results (or any results) for you. Scalable makes absolutely no guarantee, expressed or implied, that by following the advice or content available from this web site you will make any money or improve current

profits, as there are several factors and variables that come into play regarding any given business. Primarily, results will depend on the nature of the product or business model, the conditions of the marketplace, the

experience of the individual, and situations and elements that are beyond your control. As with any business endeavor, you assume all risk related to investment and money based on your own discretion and at your

own potential expense.

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER: By reading this website or the documents it offers, you assume all risks associated with using the advice given, with a full understanding that you, solely, are responsible for anything that may

occur as a result of putting this information into action in any way, and regardless of your interpretation of the advice. You further agree that Scalable, its affiliates, subsidiaries, officers and agents, cannot be held

responsible in any way for the success or failure of your business as a result of the information provided. It is your responsibility to conduct your own due diligence regarding the safe and successful operation of your

business. In summary, you understand that we make absolutely no guarantees regarding income as a result of applying this information, as well as the fact that you are solely responsible for the results of any action

taken on your part as a result of any given information. In addition, you agree that our content is to be considered “for entertainment purposes only”. Always seek the advice of a professional when making legal,

financial, tax, or business decisions.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: All products and services offered by Scalable are intended to provide prospective purchasers with general business strategies, marketing methods and other general advice for business

development and training. At no point is Scaleable soliciting anyone to enter into a new business nor is it representing, either expressly or by implication, that it will provide locations for a business, provide outlets,

accounts, or customers, or purchase any of the goods or services made by the purchaser.

The products being offered through this promotion are packages of informational tools to help you learn about business and deal making strategies.

https://cart.scalable.co/accelerator-order-form
https://cart.scalable.co/order-form-plan
https://cart.scalable.co/elite-order-form
https://cart.scalable.co/elite-order-form-plan

